Genetic basis for altered idiotype expression in the hyperimmune response to (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl hapten.
To assess the significance of somatic point mutation in the hyperimmune response to the hapten NP, an in vivo enrichment procedure was followed. Mice that expressed high titers of B1-8 idiotopic determinants were selected as donors for serial transfer of small numbers of immune spleen cells into syngeneic irradiated recipient mice. Cells expressing B1-8 idiotopic determinants were chosen for enrichment because B1-8 cross-reactive determinants constitute a significant portion of the primary response. Furthermore, B1-8 is a monoclonal antibody derived from a primary response to NP, and its heavy and light chains are unmutated products of the germ-line genes VH186.2 and VL lambda 1, respectively. The germ-line sequence is thus available for comparison with the somatic mutants that arise during enrichment and hyperimmunization. The data show that serial transfer of spleen cells from mice with a high titer of idiotypic determinants results in a dramatic decrease in the titers of antibodies that bind antigen. Three lines of evidence indicate that progeny cells from the initial lambda-positive, idiotype-bearing, antigen-binding cells are successfully transferred and expanded during successive adoptive transfers. First, the proportion of lambda-bearing antibodies relative to NP-specific lambda-bearing antibodies increases with transfer, which is consistent with mutation away from antigen binding. Second, analysis of serum antibodies and hybridoma proteins derived from transfer-recipient mice confirm the presence of idiotype-positive antibodies that do not bind antigen. Third, RNA dot blot analysis of hybridomas constructed from a recipient mouse in the fourth transfer indicates a high frequency of expression of the VH gene predominantly used in the NP response. Many of the antibodies expressed by these hybridomas not only do not bind antigen, but have also lost the determinants recognized by the anti-idiotypic reagents. Most of these VH-positive hybridomas express lambda L chain. The most likely interpretation of the data is that somatic mutation is occurring during the hyperimmune response. Because we selected donor mice that expressed a high titer of idiotype-positive, antigen-specific antibody and immunized the recipient mice, we expected to observe a selective expansion of somatic variants that bound antigen. This was not the case. The observed loss of antigen binding suggests that the majority of mutations arising result in antibodies with lower affinity for the immunizing antigen.